Welcome to Bilprovningen

UN ECE-members states visit 2009-11-26

- 9.00 Welcome
- The Swedish Vehicle Inspection Company
  Magnus Ehrenstråhle, CEO
- Technical information, Staffan Grandin, CTO
- CITA (International Motor Vehicle Inspection Committee)
  Magnus Ehrenstråhle
- 10.00 Departure for Study visit, Swedish Vehicle Inspection Company,
  Morgan Isacsson, Technical specialist
- 11.30 Departure to Hässelby Castle for lunch
BILPROVNINGEN
The Swedish Vehicle Inspection Co
Mission

Bilprovningen, the Swedish Motor Vehicle Inspection Company, is a modern service company that performs tests and registration inspections of vehicles.

- We carry out inspections at the same low price nationwide.

- We improve road safety, contribute to a better environment and improve vehicle economy for private motorists and companies.

- Providing the customer with the best possible service is one of our most important tasks.
High Accessibility Throughout Sweden

- 97 percent of the customers have less than 30 kilometres to an inspection station.

- Bilprovningen operates 190 stations throughout Sweden, from Trelleborg in the south to Karesuando in the far north.

- Two mobile units increase accessibility and are part of Bilprovningen’s environmental strategy.
**Key Figures**

- 5.6 million inspections/year
- Approx. 22,000 inspections/day
- 1,850 employees
- 185 stations
- Two mobile units
- Within 30 kilometres of 97 percent of the population
Declaration of Intent

- We use our stations to distribute information that can influence the attitudes and behaviour of approximately four million vehicle owners yearly, in the interest of improving road safety.

- We increase accessibility and usability of our inspection test results for comparisons and exchange of knowledge between ourselves and vehicles manufacturers.

- We continuously work on developing brake tests for heavy vehicles.
Attitude Survey Graph 2007 (TEMO Corporate image)
Customer Satisfaction Survey 2009, Private Customers

- 94 (93) percent of the customers are satisfied with their visit.

- With 100 percent satisfied customers Arjeplog and Kinna received the highest rating of the stations. None received below 84 percent.

- Bilprovningen’s customer service value amounts to 4.30 (on a scale from 1 to 5).

(The survey was performed by CMA in Linköping and is based on 17,500 interviews with private customers whose automobile had undergone a periodic inspection April-June 2009.)
Customer Satisfaction Survey, Public Customers 2009

- 81 percent of the customers are satisfied after their visit.

- 78 have a positive perception of Bilprovningen as a company.

- With 83 percent satisfied customers region South received the highest rating of the regions. None received below 72 percent.

- Bilprovningen's customer service value amounts to 4.19 (on a scale from 1 to 5).

(The survey was performed by CMA in Linköping and is based on 845 interviews with private customers whose automobile had undergone a periodic inspection April-June 2009.)
Ownership Structure

- Swedish government: 52%
- The Swedish Association of Auto Dealers and Service Shops: 12%
- Motor insurance companies: 12%
- The Swedish Automobile Association: 5%
- The Royal Swedish Automobile Club: 5%
- Swedish Abstaining Motorists' Association: 5%
- Bus & Coach Federation, Sweden: 3%
- Swedish Taxi Association: 3%
- The Swedish Road Haulage Association: 3%
Continuously Increased Productivity

- Better economic control
- High cost efficiency
- Improved production planning.
Focus on Environment

- Road traffic causes major environmental problems owing to emissions of nitrogen dioxides, particles and, not least, the greenhouse effects of carbon dioxide.

- Bilprovningen works actively to reduce the environmental impact of traffic. We perform emission tests in order to reduce excessive carbon monoxide (CO), as well as hydrocarbon (HC) content in exhaust emissions.

- Bilprovningen works actively to reduce the environmental impact of its own operations for instance by reducing energy consumption.
Road Safety

- Sweden has the world’s highest road safety. Despite this, 300–400 people are killed and 3,000–4,000 are seriously injured on the roads each year.

- Bilprovningen works preventively – both in practice and with information – to improve safety on the roads.

- Each year Bilprovningen removes at least 12,000 dangerous vehicles from the roads.
Other Activities for Improved Road Safety and Environment

Other services:
- EBK (Extra tests for brakes)
- KBV Approved garages
- Vehicle Diagnosis
- E-diagnosis

Cooperation:
- National Assembly
- European Road Safety Charter
- Nationella viltolycksrådet (tracking and humane killing of game injured on the roads)
- Däckrazzia (Tyre inspections in cooperation with the Police and National Society for Road Safety)
- Näringslivets klimatupprop
**R&D at Bilprovningen**

- Development of inspection processes, testing methods and testing equipment.

- Participating in work groups and external cooperation with CITA (International Motor Vehicle Inspection Committee)

- Experimental workshop:
  - pre-inspection of new vehicles types
  - rationalisation of inspections by means of in-depth professional knowledge.
Current IT Support

- Bookings, September 2009:
  - Personal service, 23 percent
  - Pre-made reservations, 29 percent
  - Internet, 48 percent

- Handheld computer
  - Obtaining vehicle information from the Swedish Transport Agency, registration of faults and vehicle data, direct reports and printing out reports for customers.

- Automatic check-in machine
  - Integrated with booking and production systems.
Autofore short presentation.
Vehicle fleet and Accident Development in Sweden

Number of vehicles
- Motor driven vehicles in traffic
- Killed and injured
- Road traffic accidents with personal injury reported by the police

Number of injured

Year
- 1940
- 1945
- 1950
- 1955
- 1960
- 1965
- 1970
- 1975
- 1980
- 1985
- 1990
- 1995
- 2000
- 2005
Total Exhaust Emissions from the Passenger Cars in Sweden

Index (1950 = 100)

Cars in use
NOx
CO
HC
Lead
Basic Principles of a Vehicle Roadworthiness Control System

**Technical requirements and regulations**
The state authorities specify the requirements of vehicles and the framework for inspections.

**First inspections**
Ensure that the requirements are fulfilled before a vehicle is taken into service.

**Periodic inspection**
Ensures that the vehicle is maintained in a roadworthy condition.

**Roadside inspections**
Ensure that the vehicle is maintained also before and between inspections. (Police).
The Usefulness of Bilprovningen

- The most common faults (2008):
  - Brake system 550,000
  - Spindle play 158,000
  - Steering play 127,000
  - Exhausts 93,000
  - Headlights 320,000

- Reduces the number of accidents and environmental impact.

- Delivers comprehensive statistics that assist customers in choosing vehicles.

- Influences automobile manufacturers, sales representatives and garages etc.
PTI Results in Sweden January-July 2009
Vehicles >3,500 kg passed without remarks
1, 5 och 10 years old

The safety performance of vehicle deteriorates significantly during their life on the roads
Present Periodic Inspection Rules:

- Light vehicles \(3+2+1+1+1\)
- Ambulances and taxis \(1+1+1+1+1\)
- Heavy vehicles \(1+1+1+1+1\)
- Light trailers and MC \(4+2+2+2+2\)
- Over 30 years old \(2+2+2+2+2\)
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The Process

- The summon is a friendly reminder and an invitation to Bilprovningen’s nearest PTI station
- Nearly 50 percent make their booking on Internet
- The planning and booking system are fully integrated with the production system
Example from Bilprovningen

The customer website – “Mina Fordon” (My Vehicles)

- Overview of all customer vehicles (PTI status)
- Make booking/re-bookings (also combinations)
- Pre-payment (Bank, Credit Cards)
- Automatic reminding (email/SMS)
- How to get to the station (Maps, Travel description, GPS coordinates)
Register at Arrival

- Register your arrival at the PTI station directly on the touch screen and you will be attended right on time.

JNB 642  Gate 2
The Handheld computer

- The handheld computer was introduced in PTI 1996

- Collects vehicle information from The Swedish Transport Agency
  - Registers defects and vehicle data.

- Reports directly and prints inspection report for customer
## Emission Control Today

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method for Petrol Car</th>
<th>Idle</th>
<th>High Idle (&gt; 2000 rpm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diagnos</td>
<td>CO [%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cars 2002</td>
<td>EOBD*</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cars with catalytic converter (from 1989)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cars 1985-1989</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cars 1971-1984</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4,5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Fault code P0100-P0500 + P0650 will fail vehicle in EOBD test

For diesel driven cars from 2004 EOBD will replace opacity metering (Before 2004 plate value)
EOBD – The implementation in Swedish PTI 2009

• Petrol passenger vehicles from 2002

• Diesel passenger vehicles from 2004
Requirements for EOBD-solution in Sweden

- Fully automated EOBD-inspection process to optimize time.
  - Maximum of a few pushes of a button/activation for each EOBD diagnosis done.

- EOBD-solution will use Wlan access points and fully centralized inspection software.

- Equipment is required to be able to run both EOBD and vehicle specific diagnosis
  - One equipment being able to run on two different software versions – EOBD and vehicle specific fault code reading

- A wide range of vehicle manufacturers and models covered for vehicle specific diagnosis (at least 90 % of all vehicles in Sweden from 2000 and later)
VCI with WLAN connects to vehicle and network automatically.

Central software operates system.

Result is reported and printed to PTI protocol.

Handheld computer not a part of the solution.

VCI betyder: Vehicle Communication Interface
Fordonskommunikationsgränsnitt

Förkortningen WLAN betyder ”Wireless Local Area Network” (Trådlöst lokalt datanätverk)
1. Locate the VCI socket and connect it.
Turn ignition on, wait for the red and green light,
- check the result on the computer.
MIL = OFF

UMG570
SKODA FABIA CL COMBI
1,4
Godkänd

Tidpunkt: 10:22:11

Permanent felkoder (Antal 0)

Själv tester
Namn
Feltändning
Bränslesystem
Utförd
Ja
Ja
MIL = ON

Fault codes

Standard: OBD
MIL-status: Tänd
Diagnosutrustning: I
Tidpunkt: 10:41:56

GDJ902
Dodge Caliber
Underkänd
I

Permanenta felkoder (Antal 16)

P0100   Luftflödeskrets "A", massa eller volym
P0101   Luftflödeskrets "A", massa eller volym, område/prestanda-problem
P0102   Luftflödeskrets "A", massa eller volym låg signal
P0200   Insprutningskrets
P0201   Cylinder 1 Insprutningskrets / öppen
P0202   Cylinder 3 Insprutningskrets / öppen
Station: 275

Standard: OBD
MIL-status: Släckt
Diagnosutrustning:
Tidpunkt: 12:07:49

Anledning: Uttag hittas inte

Socket not found

NISSAN XTRAIL 5D 2,5 COL
Alternativ kontrollmetod

Permanent felkoder (Antal 0)

Självtester

Namn Utförd
Inspection report

- Information about the vehicle
  - Model, registration number, meter readings
  - Type of inspection

- Status after the inspection
  - Approved or failed

- Results of the inspection
  - Exhaust emission
  - Brake values

BILPROVNINGEN

Besiktningsprotokoll: KONTROLLBESIKTNING B (inkl. 96/96/EG)
Besikteningen utförd i Jonkoping-Gamla flygfältaregion: XNM 890
Kontakt: VF1KM0U634977983
Vaktmätningsdatum: 0854 2006-11-25 08:30:29
Dinnum: 0854 2006-02-02

Föregående besiktning: 0854 2006-02-02

Bra att veta:
- Färdbroms bromsskiva, bak, båda sidor, rostangreppfliten anlagningsyta

**BESIKTNINGSRESULTAT**

- Fordonet har undvikta vid kontrollbesiktning.
- Ägaren är ansvarig för att fylla åtgärderna snarast.
- Fordonet behöver inte återkomma till en ny besiktning.

**Inspection results**

- Exhaust emission
  - CO: 0.2
  - HC: 0.1
  - Lambda: 1.00 (0.97-1.03)
- Brake values
  - Front: 0.4
  - Rear: 0.4

AB SVERIGE BILPROVNING
Såte Stockholm
Faktitell: 01-566005-5814
Telnr: 0771-600 600
Next step…! AUTOFORE 2?

The progress in updating directives is very necessary and urgent in order for the PTI to keep its value in road safety and environmental goals.
UN ECE CITA Presentation
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